Isa Muyskens

FST
Recommending
Teacher: Erin Gardner

Isa is in an incredibly diligent, hardworking,
focused student. Though the current
content in FST is challenging, Isa never gives
up. She is willing to put in extra time and
effort in order to complete her work in a
thoughtful manner, rather than simply
rushing through to complete it. She will
stay after class and into her lunch period in
order to ensure that she understands a
particular problem. Isa’s work ethic and
attitude toward learning is admirable and
she is an absolute pleasure to have in class.

Maya Gunther
Statistics
Recommending
Teacher: Alysa Breyer

Maya is one of the most diligent, motivated
and curious students I’ve ever had the
pleasure of having in my class. She not only
pushes herself to be the best possible
student she can be, but pushes me to be a
better teacher with her deep, thoughtprovoking questions. Maya consistently
makes broad connections between large
concepts while also striving to understand
each individual topic completely. I feel very
fortunate to have her in my class.

Benjamin Hollander-Bodie

Calculus
Recommending
Teacher: Brahim Khiraoui

Benjamin is not hesitant to take on challenging
math problems and deduce solutions on his
own. He is a positive contributor to the
classroom learning environment, asks
questions to advance the learning environment
and has developed productive working
relationships with fellow students during the
class discussions. One thing that strikes me
about Benjamin is that he is able to excel in
independent work as well as working as part of
a team. I am really impressed with ability to
grasp broad concepts well.

Rakeyah Ahsan
Precalculus

Recommending
Teacher: Marcus Caimi

Rakeyah is a quiet student. She oftentimes avoids
contributing to all-class discussions in favor of
working in her small group. HOWEVER, she
consistently earns daily credit participation points
because she is one of the most helpful students in the
room. Rakeyah cares about the material and is also
found in my classroom after school asking question
after question until she feels like she understands.
She has even exclaimed that she “is definitely going
to look at [her] notes when [she gets] back home,
because that was a lot to take in today.” Rakeyah
knows that only with hard work and perseverance,
success will come and I’m incredibly proud of her.

Ali Yukesekkaya
Algebra II
Recommending Teacher:
Denise Lee

Ali arrived in Cambridge from Turkey one
week before school started. He is a strong
member of my 4th period HN Algebra 2 class,
earning a solid A during first quarter. While
the math comes easy to Ali, he must work
hard to learn the vocabulary of mathematics.
He is very determined to understand the
concepts and does not give up until he does
understand. Ali has a positive attitude, a
smile on his face, and laughs easily. He is a
delight to have in class.

Lerche Gomez-Henry
Geometry
Recommending Teacher:
Casey Leonard & Sandy Simeon

Lerche is a positive influence in our CP
Geometry class. She always has a
positive attitude as well. Lerche
always completes her classwork and
homework with care. She works
cooperatively with all different types
of students and often volunteers to go
to the board. Lerche also contributes
to a positive school culture by playing
on the volleyball team.

Sagyan Aryal
Computer Science/Programming

Recommending Teachers:
Dr. Eric Wu & Elizabeth Atwood

Sagyan shows exceptional
computer science skills. He
makes his fellow students better
by offering to help whenever he
can. On top of doing all the CS
honors projects, Sagyan make
sure his programs exceed the
course guidelines. He is also a joy
to have in class.

Michael Thomas-Stewart
Algebra I
Recommending Teachers:
Laura Chiricosta & Josh Marden

Michael is a hard-working student in
our Algebra I class. He is always on
task and participating appropriately.
Michael is a role model to other
students in the room by helping them
and answering their questions. His
work and effort are paying off as he
had the highest grade on our Quarter
1 Exam. We are hoping to move him
into Honors in January.

Roxanne McHaffey

Math Reasoning with Applications

Recommending Teacher:
Ross Benson

Roxy has been a focused student
from day 1 even as a bunch of her
classmates have caught major
cases of senioritis. She asks
questions when she needs
something clarified and helps
others understand the material as
well. Roxy goes beyond just doing
the minimum and really wants to
fully understand the curriculum.

